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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Good news: the US Economy is the strongest — IN HISTORY! 4 
Yeah! How do I know? Well, I just paid 130 to fill my tank, and 5 
when I rolled into my old car wash place the Gold Wash I used to 6 
get for about 22 now is over 50 — I'm getting priced out of my 7 
groceries, and forget about a vacation—but, Biden's press secretary 8 
told me it's the strongest economy in the HISTORY of AMERICA, 9 
so, there you go! Just thought you would want to know. 10 
With that good news — let's get started! It's time for your brain 11 
massage®! 12 
[TRUTH] 13 
THE GEORGIA GUIDESTONES HAVE BEEN BOMBED - 14 
DEMOLISHED: Ever hear of the Georgia Guidestones? I did a full 15 
reveal on these some time back—here is a link to the New Georgia 16 
Encyclopedia that explains it.1 To appreciate the significance of the 17 
bombing and subsequent demolition of these four granite slabs 18 
weighing in at over 42k pounds each, and standing 16 feet high—19 
you'll need to know a little bit about them.  20 
First, they mysteriously appeared — I don't mean magically, but 21 
the man who placed these on that auspicious plot of land in Elbert 22 
County, GA did not reveal his true identity—some suspect it was a 23 
grandfather, or the father of Bill Gates—but!!!  24 
I said auspicious plot—because the place chosen by the mystery 25 
man with a plan is very close to what the Cherokee called "Al-yeh-li 26 
                                     
1 https://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/articles/history-archaeology/georgia-guidestones/ 
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A lo-Hee." It means THE CENTER OF THE WORLD. So, that 27 
exact spot was taken, but the mystery man with a plan was able to 28 
secure this bit of earth near the center of the world—! 29 
Adding to the mystery is their enormity — four granite slabs each 30 
over 42k pounds, standing 16 feet tall and arranged in an eerie 31 
Stonehenge-esque presentation, so that from the sky above looking 32 
down they form an X — to mark the spot? 33 
AND they are placed to face the moon's migration during the 34 
course of the year. At ~ eye-level there is a hole drilled in the 35 
Gnomen stone — that's the part of a sundial that casts the shadow 36 
on the dial to indicate the passage of time — for the Guidestones, 37 
it's the central pillar to which all the slabs are oriented — so there is 38 
a hole drilled through that pillar in an angle guiding the eye 39 
upward toward the celestial heavens aimed at Polaris — the North 40 
Star. A large slot with a hole orientates the monument with 41 
summer and winter solstices — and this allows the guidestones to 42 
serve as a sort of sundial. A hole drilled through the capstone 43 
allows the suns light to illuminate the southern face of the Gnomen 44 
stone at noon. 45 
Beyond the mystery surrounding the origin, enormity, and 46 
placement of the stones are the ten principles inscribed upon the 47 
slabs — Defiant to the God they mock! 48 
I said defiant because it's really what is inscribed on the stones that 49 
add intrigue to the mystery! 50 
First, the Heading, presented in Babylonian cuneiform, Egyptian 51 
hieroglyphics, Sanskrit, and classical Greek — a token of 52 
acknowledgment of all major ancient civilizations — hmmm! No 53 
ancient Hebrew! Translated into English—"LET THESE BE 54 
GUIDESTONES TO AN AGE OF REASON." 55 
And then, sandblasted into the slabs of granite, in eight major 56 
languages, namely, Arabic, Chinese, English, Hebrew, Russian, 57 
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Spanish, and Swahili are the ten guiding principles for the 58 
FUTURE OF MANKIND.  59 
To ensure the future survival of humanity on the planet, the 60 
Guidestones offer a pagan counter to the TEN 61 
COMMANDMENTS — ten principles for the survival of 62 
humanity. 63 
1. Maintain humanity under 500 million in perpetual balance with 64 
nature. (So right a way, we have a problem. There are more than 7 65 
BN people clamoring about the planet at present, so for the sake of 66 
something this mysterious man with a plan said was on the 67 
magnitude of the survival of humanity, we will need to REDUCE 68 
the world's population by 6 BILLION, 500 million people. Bill 69 
Gates' own cute quips about the need for dramatic population 70 
reduction and his giddily, or gleefully expressed expectation that 71 
his vaccines can facilitate this human need might be evidence that a 72 
progenitor of the cells that comprise his brain descended from this 73 
mystery man with a plan—or it tells us why some think so! 74 
 But anyway, Karl and Bill, and George — they are the 75 
triumvirate Generals of the Illuminati's army, and they are 76 
consumed by the same concern for the saving of humanity and are 77 
in sympathy with the sentiment of the Guidestone principles — 78 
 According to Karl Schwab, and those illuminated by the light 79 
of darkness (a paradox: something you'll need to ponder in light of 80 
Jesus' remark that "if the light that is in you is darkness, then how 81 
great is that darkness — Matthew 6:23 — indeed, the greatest 82 
darkness are the lies that pose as light). It's a condition unique to 83 
evil people, and one that causes them to see man's evil as good, and 84 
God's good as evil. An affliction common to worshippers of 85 
mammon — notice Jesus followed His paradoxical statement 86 
regarding a light that can be the greatest darkness with a warning: 87 
"No man can serve two masters: … ye cannot serve GOD and 88 
mammon." Mammon, as you know is money! What you worship 89 
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owns you. It's not the money you own that is the problem, rather 90 
it's the money that owns you!  91 
 According to Karl Schwab, the goals of his World Economic 92 
Forum — expressed as "PREDICTIONS — are these: 93 
 YOU WILL OWN NOTHING AND BE HAPPY. So they will 94 
confiscate the wealth of all mankind — "they" will have it — you 95 
won't have to be troubled with it — like the impressive monkeys in 96 
zoo cages they will be your faithful keepers, depending on the 97 
cruelty or compassion of your masters, of course — you'll be 98 
happy, but if you are not, they will relieve you of your unhappy 99 
state and remove you to their camps — drug you into stupefaction, 100 
and add you to the HERDS used for organ supply —  101 
 YOU WON'T DIE WAITING FOR AN ORGAN DONOR. 102 
 A BILLION PEOPLE WILL BE DIPLACED BY CLIMATE 103 
CHANGE. 104 
 Hmmmm! Let's see now. 500 million on the planet living in 105 
the GATES, SCHWAB, SOROS cages and so long as you are useful, 106 
you will be CARED FOR — and like they do in CHINA today, 107 
under the current regime of the CCP — so you don't have to die 108 
waiting for an organ donor, they round up the Uighurs — and 109 
keep them in cages so they can harvest an ample supply of organs 110 
as needed—it works really well! Ask the CCP — it's great! 111 
Of course, the Uighurs are "not happy," and that's a problem, but 112 
when Karl promised you would own nothing and be happy, you 113 
have to understand, he means if you are not happy, you'll become 114 
an organ donor to service the needs of those who own nothing and 115 
are happy. So! 116 
 Hey, I'm just trying to figure out how they are going to 117 
provide a ready stock of organ donors—the WEF predicts you 118 
won't die waiting for an ORGAN DONOR — not you won't die 119 
waiting for an ORGAN — as something they fabricate in a lab, or 120 
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something, it's the DONOR you won't have to wait for — well, 121 
Jerry, they don't mean that — these people are — come on — they 122 
are never going to do something like that — 123 
Oh really? If you ever wondered how the people of Germany went 124 
on about their lives while their Jewish neighbors had their wealth 125 
confiscated and then disappeared, and how they ignored the 126 
rumors about train rides to Auschwitz, and Dachau, Gross-Rosen, 127 
Herzongerbusch, Hinzert, and Kaiserwald, Krakow, and Warsaw, 128 
and 25 MORE.2 And even more because these are ones named after 129 
cities some of which had several camps operating—. 130 
There is no way the German people did not know what was going 131 
on — just like there is no way most Americans don't know that 132 
Biden and the Dems usurped the Presidency — and the 133 
Establishment Republicans, like Kemp, AND ANY OTHERS 134 
THAT PRETEND TO BE CONSERVATIVE BUT IGNORE THE 135 
EVIDENCE PROVING ELECTION FRAUD — and a stolen 136 
election — No way! It happens when the "light" in them is 137 
"darkness" and that's a darkness so powerful they can't see the angel 138 
of darkness when he is transformed into an angel of light—all who 139 
worship mammon have this affliction—they just can't see it! The 140 
Nazi's are taking away our liberties, confiscating our wealth by 141 
destroying our economy, reducing our freedom of movement to 142 
keep us caged in — 143 
So — there you have it! What happened to the Germans under 144 
Hitler is happening to Americans today under the modern NAZI 145 
regime — headed by the likes of office usurper Newsome — and all 146 
who align around him and bar any meaningful investigation into 147 
the Dominion stealing machines used in this state. The policies 148 
that serve to pack the mules with illegal votes to be delivered at a 149 
going rate of $5 to $20 bucks —  150 

                                     
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Nazi_concentration_camps 
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What I'm doing here, as I use words like fingers to massage the 151 
muscle of your brain, as best I can with the time allotted, to loosen 152 
the knots and release the free flow of insight to stimulate your 153 
thinking so I can help you begin to see how all of this is 154 
interrelated. The goals of the WEF and the 10 principles inscribed 155 
on the Guidestones by the mystery man with a plan — and then 156 
bring it all home with this —  157 
Guess what? Someone bombed the thing! We don't have any 158 
suspects, yet! Neighbors heard an explosion, and Elbert Country 159 
Sherriff's office responded to discover "a large portion of the 160 
monument was obliterated." Obliterated?  161 
Only one of the four stone panels had been destroyed — the 162 
monument stood for 42 years — almost as long as the supreme 163 
court's defense of baby murder was in place — so only one of the 164 
four slabs was destroyed by the Guidestone bomber— 165 
What did the county decide to do? Demolish the entire thing! They 166 
did not elect to refurbish, or rebuild it — they just finished the job 167 
the Guidestone bomber started and took it DOWN! 168 
Clearly, this monument was not PUT in place by the community, it 169 
was not an official monument commissioned by the good people of 170 
Elbert County 42 years ago. One day the folks noticed some 171 
construction going on, and after a day or so, there it was! 172 
Some attempted to turn it into some sort of attraction, but it never 173 
really took off — it's another of those things where some lunatic 174 
lefty wing nut comes up with a "plan" and just pushes it on 175 
everyone else—the fellow putting this in place would not even own 176 
it, or openly declare himself — and that's the way it is with this 177 
crowd. 178 
Marjorie Taylor Greene had campaigned on tearing down the 179 
unsightly, God defying monument to hellish arrogance and hatred 180 
for mankind — I have not heard, but it would not surprise me if 181 
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someone will soon blame her or some of her followers for it's 182 
demolition. It will be an interesting thing to watch — but let me tell 183 
you what I see here. 184 
These Guidestones represent an era of American culture—an era 185 
where insane people planning our lives and implementing their 186 
agenda against our will, and doing it all "for our own good," of 187 
course, is about to come crashing down, like those stones. Like so 188 
many antichrist ideologies of the past, the Guidestones will be piled 189 
onto the heap of crumbled God hating philosophies that have 190 
found themselves on the "ash heap of history." 191 
Like the Berlin Wall — I have a piece of that wall, and a strand of 192 
the barbed wire that topped it, presented on a very nice plaque 193 
given to me by a friend some years ago — every time I look at it, I 194 
think of the relationship between earnest fervent PRAYER to 195 
ALMIGHTY GOD and the bringing down of these MONUMENTS 196 
to TYRANNY.  197 
If you will receive it — the fall of these Guidestones portends the 198 
end of an era — the haters of humanity and their plans to enslave 199 
mankind will come crashing down like that tower of Nimrod so 200 
many centuries before. I've gone a bit long, here, my friends; hold 201 
on through the break! I'll be right back!  202 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 203 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 204 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 205 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 206 
liberty. 207 
Biden is strategically selling off our strategic oil reserves.3 The 208 
strategy is personal profit — yeah, one of the companies is Chinese 209 
owned, and an affiliate of his son, the Hunter Biden. So Biden is 210 
now conducting his treasonous activity in the open— 211 
                                     
3 https://thefederalist.com/2022/07/08/biden-sold-oil-from-emergency-reserves-to-chinese-gas-giant-tied-to-his-scandal-plagued-son/ 
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Think about it! CCP has been rattling the saber's of war against 212 
America for some time, but lately, that rattler is louder than ever.4 5 213 
6 CCP military declares war with the US is inevitable.7 CCP 214 
Military General reveals China is ready to sacrifice 1/2 of the 215 
population of China in a war with the US.8 And you really need to 216 
look at this documentation: "Leaked audio of China's war generals 217 
detail plans to invade America by November: translated."9 10 218 
Some are saying China's arms race with the US will end like ours 219 
ended with Russia — China will collapse.11 And some reports are 220 
leaking out of China that CCP's military has informed Xi Jingping 221 
they will not fight—refusing to be responsible for the "wolf war."12 222 
13 And some are speculating that the CCP will dump Xi Jinping this 223 
autumn!14  224 
I've explained this before — no government is monolithic! There 225 
are always factions vying for power within an organization of 226 
wicked and unreasonable men and women. Sometimes the 227 
factions, or the divide, is between the wicked and unreasonable 228 
over against the righteous and reasonable. China has its own 229 
movements within the Party where some, Christians or Christian 230 
sympathizers, or pro-West sympathizers, are cautiously attempting 231 
to steer the CCP back from the brink of war, while others are 232 
attempting to reform the party and release the Chinese people 233 
from the iron grip of totalitarian communism. 234 
                                     
4 https://presentdangerchina.org/webinar-the-ccp-is-transitioning-to-war-what-are-we-doing/ 
5 https://presentdangerchina.org/the-present-danger-the-ccps-unrestricted-warfare-against-the-us/ 
6 https://freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/3864244/posts 
7 https://www.military.com/daily-news/2021/03/11/china-declares-war-us-inevitable-army-general-highlights-need-fighting-
vehicles.html 
8 https://www.nationandstate.com/2021/07/03/chinese-general-the-ccp-is-willing-to-lose-half-of-chinas-population-in-a-war-with-
the-us/ 
9 https://patriot911news.com/2022/05/chinas-top-secret-military-strategy-meeting-translated/ 
10 889.6.10-Here Is China's Plan to Crush America in a War (And It's Not What You Think) _ The National Interest 
11 https://americanconservativemovement.com/2021/09/21/the-ccps-arms-race-with-the-us-will-lead-to-its-collapse-analysis/ 
12 https://www.archyde.com/it-is-said-that-the-ccps-military-refuses-to-fight-tells-xi-jinping-unwilling-to-be-responsible-for-the-
wolf-war-2/ 
13 https://www.nbr.org/publication/understanding-chinese-wolf-warrior-diplomacy/ 
14 https://tfiglobalnews.com/2022/01/17/two-reasons-why-the-ccp-will-dump-xi-jinping-this-autumn/ 
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Remember, Communism was IMPOSED on the Chinese people. 235 
Let's pray they will have an opportunity to assert their NATUAL 236 
AND GOD ENDOWED RIGHTS against the oppression of the 237 
CCP. 238 
Within our own government, there are a variety of factions with 239 
interests that sometimes compete against one another, and some 240 
times align toward a common objective. And, it's almost identical 241 
to China—we have a strong, presently apparently in control faction 242 
of pro-CCP ideologues, who want a CCP style government here, 243 
and are advancing CCP interests here — like Biden, and his son, 244 
Hunter. Hunter works for a CCP energy company; the one Biden is 245 
sending millions of barrels of oil out of our strategic oil reserves. 246 
Now, watch how complex this can get. 247 
So Biden is a traitor and he is shipping our strategic oil reserve to 248 
China. 249 
Meanwhile, he is taking every step he can to thwart oil production 250 
here—closing off drilling on Federal land, withdrawing leases, and 251 
now talking about shutting down off shore drilling. This is not only 252 
driving up domestic prices, but now he is selling off our national 253 
reserve — releasing it not for domestic use to ease gas prices — no, 254 
the man is sending it to France, Germany and CHINA! And the 255 
beneficiary in China is a company connected with Hunter Biden's 256 
pocket book. 257 
You realize that the national reserve is specifically an emergency 258 
supply of oil to service our war machine in the event of war? Why 259 
would any president stop oil production, and then sell off our 260 
reserves—and sell much of that reserve to OUR ENEMIES while 261 
the CCP is breathing out slaughter and threats against the US? 262 
Only one reason! Biden is preparing for WAR — and he is aiding 263 
and abetting our ENEMIES — he is committing treason. But no 264 
one wants to SEE what's going on! 265 
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These are dangerous times. So, are the Chinese patriots, who are as 266 
sick and tired of the oppression of dictator Xi as we are of the 267 
oppression and shame and reproach of dictator Biden et al. 268 
planning to use all this to finally bring Xi down and expose Biden 269 
as the fraud that he is? Are American patriots cautiously waiting in 270 
the background, while planning and preparing secretly to take 271 
advantage of any move CCP might make in November to take 272 
down the Biden administration and reinstall the legitimate 273 
President to his office? And, at the same time, bring the CCP to 274 
dissolution and free the Chinese people from the oppressors that 275 
keep them in virtual slavery? 276 
What do you think? I know we have Christian conservative patriots 277 
at work behind the scenes here and that there are Christian 278 
Chinese patriots working behind the scenes in China — and I also 279 
know that GOD RULES in the kingdoms of men, and gives "the 280 
kingdom" to whomever He pleases.  281 
Let that nation that pleases God best rise victorious in this great 282 
conflict — please listen carefully here as I conclude. 283 
God has always had a "people" on earth called by HIS NAME. This 284 
was formalized in Israel, which He described as His cultivated 285 
OLIVE TREE bringing forth the fruit — the olive oil, that burns in 286 
the LAMPS OF GOD, feeding God's FLAME - the HOLY GHOST 287 
from the OIL of that tree — these were God's PEOPLE, and the 288 
NATION called after His Name — but they lost that status because 289 
every nation that forgets GOD is turned into Hell. 290 
Jesus offered to restore the kingdom to Israel during His first 291 
coming, but they refused, so He withdrew the offer and declared it 292 
would be given to "A NATION" bringing forth its fruit (Matthew 293 
21:43). The fruit is righteousness and judgment arising from 294 
GOD's lovingkindness and mercy—that's the OLIVE OIL that 295 
FUELS the GLORY OF GOD manifest in the FIRE of HIS SPIRIT. 296 
This is the fruit that arises from hearts that have obeyed the 297 
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GOSPEL, which commands all men everywhere to REPENT and 298 
BELIEVE on Christ as LORD. And today, these are Jew and 299 
Gentile — for all have obtained mercy — and all who repent and 300 
believe are grafted into that TREE — yes, even the believing 301 
branches from the wild olive are grafted into His OLIVE TREE — 302 
and so we are called THE PEOPLE of GOD, His HOLY NATION! 303 
Like Israel, called by God a "kingdom of priests, and an holy 304 
nation" (Exodus 19:6) — so today, WE ARE A KINGDOM OF 305 
KINGS AND PRIESTS UNTO GOD (Rev. 1:5-6), and a HOLY 306 
NATION — "a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, AN HOLY 307 
NATION …" (I Peter 2:9). 308 
The kingdom is ours if we will assert the place God has given us! 309 
Our warfare is not like theirs — like Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, 310 
God's nation, when he was surrounded by an enemy far exceeding 311 
his physical strength, he knew what to do — he called the 312 
congregation to prayer and fasting and sought the LORD. Then he 313 
went forward in PRAISE prepared to defend if necessary, but 314 
TRUSTED GOD WOULD FIGHT THE BATTLE FOR HIM as HE 315 
PROMISED. 316 
So, come on out to the Lighthouse, that we might join together to 317 
fight against the devils controlling the White House today. We'll be 318 
starting 40 days of fasting this coming Monday. I hope you will 319 
join us by picking any meal, or meals during which you can set 320 
yourself apart to prayer—learn more about it this Sunday —  321 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 322 
know if you see them.  323 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 324 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 325 
email. 326 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 327 
805.314.2114. 328 
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God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 329 


